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Why study HeII lines ?  

✔  Nebular HeII emission (λ1640,4686 Å) indicates extremely hard UV-emitting 
spectrum (E > 54 eV); more frequent observed among SF galaxies at high-z  

    than in local SF objects  (e.g. Kehrig+2011; Cassata+2013; ). Good tracer of popIII. 

Tumlinson & 
Shull 2000 

! PopII stars 
! PopIII stars 

 Synthetic spectra of Population II 
and Population III clusters ! PopIII 
stars can produce many HeII ionizing 
photons 

 Schaerer (2003); see also eg Eldridge+ (2017) 
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✔  Expected harder SEDs at lower metallicities,  expected in the distant Universe 



✔ Sources of ionizing radiation (hot Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, fast shocks, X-
ray binaries) have been proposed to explain the HeII ionization in local star-
forming systems (e.g., Garnett+1991; Schaerer 1996; Thuan & Izotov 2005; Gräfener & 
Vink 2015) 

HeII ionization: important observational clues 

✔ Nebular HeII does not appear to be always associated with WRs and the 
origin of the HeII ionization  in several SF objects remains unclear  ! (e.g. 
Guseva+2001; Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012; Kehrig+2013; 2015) 

But 



Stellar population 
models including WRs 
do not reproduce the 
properties of the 
narrow HeII emitters.  
Peculiar stellar 
population or popIII 
stars ? (see also Grafener 
& Vink 2015)     

stack of narrow HeII-emitter spectra (Cassata+2013) 

z ~ 2.5 

            HeII ionization: observational cluesMNRAS) 
Nebular HeII does not appear to be always associated with WRs ! WRs 
cannot explain the HeII ionization in all cases, particularly at low metallicity 
(e.g. Guseva+2001; Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012; Kehrig+2013) 

CR7 (the brightest Lyα emitter at z = 6.6):  
WR stars interpretation controversial. PopIII 
stars or MBH (e.g. Sobral+2015; Agarwal
+2017; Bowler+2017), but see low signal in 
new data analysis (Sobral+ 2017) !!  

Sobral+2015 
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HeII ionization in the local Universe: observational clues  

Guseva et al. (2000) 
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12 out of 30 HeII-emitting SF galaxies 
do not show WR features in their 
long-slit spectra 

Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012): 40% of the HeII-emitting SF galaxies from 
SDSS do not show WR signatures ! lack of WR features does not  seem 
to be a S/N issue 

galaxies with detected and 
nondetected WR features are 
indistinguishable and other 
mechanisms for the origin of 
nebular HeII need to be invoked 
 



Kehrig+2013     

HBW673     

2 new HeII nebulae in M33 not associated with any hot massive star  

HeII ionization in the local Universe: observational clues  

GMOS/GEMINI spectroscopy of HeII nebulae in M33 (Kehrig, Oey, Crowther+2011) 

BCLMP651     

The origin of the nebular HeII still remains difficult to understand in many cases 



Kehrig,Vilchez+2013 

Measured spatial separation between WR stars and the HeII-emitting 
zone (see also Izotov+2006; Herenz+2017), and where the non-detection 
of WR features is unlikely to be an effect of the weakness of WR bumps 
(see also Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) 

 (Z ~ 10% Z") and IIZw70 (Z ~ 15% Z"): HeII emission is extended and 
goes much beyond the location of WR stars 

Hα for IIZw70 

WR stars Nebular 
HeII 

Kehrig,Vilchez+2008 

HeII ionization in local Universe galaxies with IFUS 

   INTEGRAL IFU @ 4.2m WHT 
   PMAS IFU @ CAHA 3.5m 

Mrk178 



IZw18 

The nearby lowest-metallicity (Z~0.0004) SF galaxy and our best local analog 
of faraway starbursts (e.g. Skillman & Kennicutt 1993; Vilchez & Iglesias-Paramo 1998) 

First IFS study of IZw18!  

   IFS study of IZw18(Kehrig+2013, MNRAS) 

   Optical spectra: PMAS IFU @ CAHA 3.5m telescope 

 Kehrig, Vilchez et al. (2015,2016) 

Natural local counterpart of distant HeII-emitters!  

FOV ~ 1.4 kpc x 1.4 kpc 



We discovered a large nebular HeII4686-emitting region  

Hα Nebular HeII4686 Å 

Kehrig+2015 Kehrig+2015 

Kehrig, Vilchez+2015, ApJL 
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✔ Most of higher-Te[OIII] (> 22000 K) spaxels  

✔ Higher excitation gas and ionization parameter 

NW knot and thereabouts: 

✔ Nebular HeII-emitting region  

Existence of a harder radiation field 

1”/spaxel ~ 88 pc/
spaxel @ D=18.2 
Mpc 



What is the main source powering nebular HeII emission in IZw18 ? 

Total L(HeII4686)obs # Q(HeII)obs  = Total HeII-ionizing photons flux  

Kehrig+2015     

Integrated “HeII-spectrum”     Hα 

Conventional HeII-ionizing sources (WRs, shocks, X-ray binaries) are 
not sufficient to explain the observed HeII emission in  IZw18. 

Peculiar very hot stars in IZw18 are required to explain the HeII 
ionization                                                    
metal-free ionizing stars (like PopIII stars; Yoon+2012)  ? (see also 
Senchyna+2017)  



Herenz+  Poster SBS 0335-052E 
Herenz et al  (2017) 
 
MUSE 
ESO Program   
ID 096.B-0690A (PI: M.Hayes) 

12+log(O/H) ∼ 7.2–7.3 (∼3 - 4% Z") 
e.g. Izotov+1990;Melnick+ 1992; Izotov+1999; 
Papaderos+ 2006). 
 Among the most metal-poor SF 
 galaxies with nebular HeII emission    
 in the local Universe. 

SB S0335-052E  









CHANDRA X-ray 





  
The HeII ionization budget of SB S0335-052E could be only reproduced either by: 
-Single rotating stars metal-free stars models  
-Binary population of very low metallicity (Z~10-5) BPASS top heavy IMF models 
 
              Challenging implications for state of the art models, in line with  
       our previous IZw18 results & recent findings (z~2,  Berg+ 2018)  

Derived for SB S0335-52E:  
Integral HeII nebular emission  
 =>  HeII ionization budget   
Q(HeII)int=3.17 x 1051 photon/s 



A sample of intermediate-z HeII emitters selected (VUDS) ! 

A project starting with the GTC 10.4m and MEGARA-IFU 

Thank you 


